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conditions. These courses are generally for the unskilled and
semi-literate, and include language and social science as well
as technical training.
Finally there are the rabfacs, or workers' faculties. They are
educational courses organised by different educational institutes
and bodies, designed to prepare factory workers for the entrance
examination to the universities and higher technical institutes.
When education was brought within the reach of all workers,
it included higher education. It was particularly urgent that
workers  should  enter  higher  educational  and   technical   in-
stitutes and train for positions of trust and responsibility. The
pre-revolutionary intelligentsia could frequently not be trusted.
Unfortunately, many of the workers whom intelligence had made
capable of benefiting from higher education were unable to do so
because under the Tsarist regime they had received no more than
two years' education; many were either semi-literate or wholly
illiterate. Hence the organisation of rabfacs, for which much
credit is due to the Komsomol, At first illiterate and semi-
literate students were accepted. Very many found the course too
difficult and dropped out half-way. Many completed the course
at a cost of great nervous strain. With the improvement of
general conditions  the  work  has   become   much   easier.   All
entrants to the rabfacs are now required to have completed
a seven years' school. This means that the course, which lasts
from three to four years, is much less crowded, and the pace at
which the work is taken does not involve a great strain on the
workers. Some of the institutions hold these courses in the
evenings, so that working time is not curtailed. Others arrange
for three months* alternate work and study. The syllabus covers
general subjects, and includes a foreign language and social
science. There are special rabfacs for preparing workers for
music and art institutes. Similar facilities for entering higher
education and technical institutes are provided for the peasant
worker. These rabfacs provide  unlimited possibilities to all
workers for higher education in the  arts  and  the  sciences.
Provided he or she has the requisite educational qualifications,

